'l1iE EARLY '!HEDSOPHISTS AND THE JNl'ERPRErATIOO

OF THE

BHAGI'.VJ\DGITA
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'llle pre-eninence of the Bhagavad

Gita arrcng Hindu scriptures is today

so widely acknCMledged, by Hindu and Non-Hindu alike, that it is difficult
to oonceive of a tirre when it was less universally known and less widely
interpreted than it is today.
have their

CMn

history, and part of that history has to do with questions

of interpretation.
any tradition:

But even the holiest of holy scriptures

We may choose virtually any scripture belonging to

all have been canpiled, transmitted, written and published;

and all have been read by different people at different tirres, prat1pting

different questions and arousing different responses.

Ccmronly people

find in holy scriptures what they are expecting to find, or what they have
been taught to look for.

CcrmDnly, but not always:

because there must

always be roan for fresh insights and fresh disooveries.
divine once said of the Bible:
forth fran his I!DSt holy word."
Bhagavad

Gita, and it is

As the Scottish

"God has yet !lOre light and truth to break
'l1le sane cla:irn might well be made of the

up to the student, not only to read the

Gita

itself, OO.t to read what the oc::mrentators have made of it, in the quest for
the fullest possible understanding.

I am sure that I do not need to tell the readers either what. the
is, or what it contains.

But let rre say briefly

that the Bbagavad.

Gita
G!ta,

"The Song of 'nle Adorable cne", is an episode in the vast Hindu epic the
in which the god Krishna, disguised as a charioteer, instructs
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the prince Arjuna in matters oc:noeming

As

a warrior, it is

But those he is about to fight are IIE!IIilers of

Arjuna' s duty to fight.

his own family, which it is equally his duty to maintain.
escape fran this te=ible dilatma?

How

is he to

Beginning with this questial, the

Glta in effect provides a S\li1J1'oaX'Y of Hindu doctrine, though in the end it

does elevate l:i1.akti (loving devotion) to Krishna himself high above the
other options.

'!be warrior - and by implication everyone else - nust

learn to act, not for the sake of the fruits of the actioo, but in a spirit
'!his is the celebrated doctrine of nishkarnakaima,

of sul::missioo to Krishna.

or selfless endeavour, which is perllaps the Gita•s central teaching.

All

this is well enough known.
l'llat is perhaps less well-known is that before about the 1880s the Gita
could scarcely be called a popular scripture, even in India.

Of oourse it ·

was known to, and interpreted by, the spiritual elite, ala\qside the

Upanishads and
As

the Brahma s\itra.

In fact it was known as an Upanishad.

such, it was si.nply too abstract in l!LICh of its contents to be widely

cx:rtSidered as popl1ar.

Ordinary Hindus gained their spiritual sustenance

rather fran the Epics and the

taught of oourse orally, than fran

the netaFhysics of the Upanishads and the

Glt:a.

'lhis state of affairs

persisted oo the whole in India until alnDst the end of the nineteenth
century.
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But in the rreantine, the Gita had beccm! fairly well known in the West,

thanks mainly to an English translatien published in 1785 by Sir Charles
Wilkins and a Latin translatien by August Wilhelm
appeared in 1823.
the

'l\.1o years later, Wilhelm

val

val

Schlegel which

Hl.mboldt was lecturing on

Gita in Berlin; and for the rerrainder of the century it was read fairly

intensively by a rather snall ci.Icle of Western literary rren, including,
for instance,

and Henry David 'lb:lreau in 1\tterica.

Waldo

'Ihere was therefore no real reason why the early

should not

have been vert well acquainted with Glta and its ccntents before they ever
set foot in India, particularly if we regard New England Transcendentalism

as cne of the roots of the 'Iheosophical Society.
l\ctually, though, there is very little evidence that H.P. Blavatsky
and Col.ooel Olcott were interested in the

remained in Jlmerica.

Glt:a, at least as long as they

'lbeir focus of interest was elsewhere, centred en the

Kal:lbala, Hel:netic writings and the occult generally, and it seers to have
been cnly after their

IIOII'e

to India that the Q.t:a came strongly to their

attenticn.
'1hi.s is a Ililtter of

'lbe

SCJte

in 1879, and J\dyar was established in 1883.

110ve

to India took place

Now it was precisely at this

tine that there was taking place in India what has been called the Krishna

renaissance, or the neo-I<rishna lllJVBlEllt.

It began in Bengal, but within

a vert short space of tine it had spread to the woole of India and beyond.
Precisely how it began is slightly ooscure, but it seans that it started
as a literary III\IOBIE!Ilt, in which certain gifted Bengali writers produced

1olO:dts in verse and prose en the character of Krishna.
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'lbe !lOst outstanding

of these was undoubtedly Bankim Chandra Chatterji, the father of m::ldern
Bengali literature, though

nany others.

Krishna of the !Wlgavata

In these \O.Orks the

(the youthful, mischievous Krishna of popular

belief) and the wise, philosopher-hero Krishna of the Glt:B.
together into a new CCIIlX'Site picture.

brought

'lbe.re is no doubt that the \O.Ork

of Christian missions in India played sane part in this process, or that
the figure of Krishna was set up quite consciously as an Indian caq?etitor
to the figure of Christ.
But 110re illportant was the new role which the Glta call'e to assune in
these years.

As you know, the Bhigavata

the "pocket book" category.

Purana

is a vast \O.Ork, hardly in

But the Gita is different, and in a period when

Christian missions were producing a great many Bibles, Gospels and tracts
to circulate arn::m.g the products of India's new schools, colleges and
universities, the Gita cane to serve as a very effective Hindu alternative,
along with such \O.Orks as '!he Imitation of Sree Krishna.
In the years around the turn of the century, too, the

G!ta cane to be

regarded as a political, as well as a religious docurrent - so l1l.lCh so, in
fact, that it becalle required reading for budding politicians and anyone
possessing

110re

than ooe copy cane to be looked-on with the utmost suspicioo

by the British authorities.

But this is a slightly later developrent, and

I shall return to it in a nment.
During the first decade of

'lhlosofbical \O.Ork in India,

the European

and 1\merican leaders were wisely reluctant to set thanselves up as authori-

ties on Indian religion.

In an Editorial in '!he

indeed find H.P. Blavatsky writing that
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in 1882 we

We never set outselves up as teachers of
Acyan thl.losqhy and science. . • OUr great
desire has been to foster a school of native
stOOen.ts of, and writers upon, those majestic
therres, and to arouse into vital activity
the latent talent which abounds in the Indian
race especially.
SUch will continue to be
our endeavour •• • (Aug. 1882, 236).
'lhis policy explains why the first 'lbeosqhical interpreters of the Gita
were all

Indians, to

cxntent to defer.

whan the Western leaders

But there was clearly a growjng interest in the Gita

in 'lbeosoph.ical circles.
dilrensicns, however.

for the II'Ost part

As yet there was no hint of possible political

Madane Blavatsky' s passionate concern was to

uncover "occult rreanings" in scriPtures, and although in the 1880s the
Br6hmanas seared to her to be a II'Ore pxanising quarry of occult doctrine
(which indeed they -were) , she had begun to take the Gita seriously.
In Fwgust 1883 she announced that since the hidden rreaning of what she

called the "Acyan shastras" was so i.r!pJrtant, her joumal was about to begin
to expound "the estorec rreaning of the text of the Bllagavad Gita". (Aug.
1883, 265).

"Sate of our readers, especially Hindus," she added, ''will

be doubtless astonished to disoover the alJrost perfect identity between the
CCilceal.ed sense of the i.tmortal epic (the Gita, not the Mahabharata) and the

Axhat Tibetan IXlctrine ••• II (COllected Writings ,

v,

68)

SUbstantially the sarre point energes in a little flurry of words which
took place in the following year, 1884.

'lbe cause was the publication of

Sinnett's Esoteric Buddhism, and a review by W.Q. Judge.

I have not seen

the review in questial, but it seers to have made sare disparaging reference

to sare of the doctrines of esoteric Buddhism being oontained in the dita.
Blavatsky was at all events led to announce that " ••• positively all the
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doctrines given in Esoteric Buddhism, and far l!Dre yet untouched, are to
be fOlllld in the G'ita, and not only there but in a thousand l!Dre known and
unknown MSS. of Hindu sacred writings". (Collected Writings, VI, 147)

'ntis was of oourse a matter of principle - that there is one secret doctrine,
and that wherever the illuminated mind has been at work, there it is capable

of being disoovered by anyone wtn possesses the key.
not

'l1le

Gita is as yet

a special case, and although in '!be Secret Doctrine we may read that

there are "things occult" hidden in "that great Indian esoteric work"
(!,620), there is surprisingly little rrentioo made of the Gita, and when

it is rrentianed, it is on a basis of the work of T. SUbba Ra-1.

Subba IW was the first of a nt.miler of Indian camentators oo the

Gita to work

under 'lbeosophical patronage.

We may I think pass over

Dal!Ddar K. Mavalankar, who refers occasiooally to the

SUbba Ra-1, hoolever,

but without breaking any new ground.

his writings,

was OCilSiderably

l!Dre influential and already in 1883 we find him expounding in the pages of
'lhe 'lheosophist the "real meaning of the allegory of the war between the

PCU:!I¥vas and the Kauravas in allegorical tenre:

the Pandavas (Arjuna' s

branch of the family) represent the higher, spiritual part of man, and his
enanies, the Kauravas, represent the lower, while Krishna is "the only
manifested deity, the

each man's heart" (V:l oct.l883, 322f).

Aside fran the rather curious use of the Greek word
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in this

ccntext (which ltUlSt surely have been as a result of Subba Et:lw's association
with Blavatsky), one is II'Ost of all struck by the relative sin;>licity of

this approach.

Allegory as a nethod was neither exclusively Hindu nor

particularly theosoJirist.

But it does have the advantage of flexibility,

as being well-known to Hindus.

As K.P.

was to put it in 1891,

every Hindu knows that the shastras have several neanings, aside fran the
obvious one, and that the Gita has several occult neanings, one of which is
that " ••• it is an allegory in which the trials, sufferings and different
stages of progress of an aspirant are given out in detail". (Lucifer,

VIII, 1891, 110).
At all events, for a few years in the 1880s Subba Rc:M was the 'nleosophical
society's Gita expert.

saretines he corrected, and provided tart caments

on, other people's G:tta articles.

But in 1885 he delivered a lecture on

the Giti to the 'lbeosoPtical Convention, and in IleceJtber 1886 he lectured

again at liiLlCh greater length on the sarre subject.

It was the text of these

1886 lectures which went to rrake up his influential book Discourses on the
Gita (1888).

Subba Ebol's interpretation of the Gita is thoroughly allegorical.
'lhis is not to say that he discounts the historical elerrent, though he
clearly regards it as a ClCI1'paJ:atively little iltp)rtance, at least when
CXIIplred with the view that the Glta is a discourse about the relationship

of body and soul, matter and spirit, or (in his own 'lbeosoiirical terminology)
man, the rron.ad (atman) and the logos (the ultimately Real) •

In general

teDIB, what the Gltadepicts is the struggle between the hl.lllan spirit and
the lower passions in the IiJ.ysical body (Collected Writings, 93).
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Vyasa,

he writies (Vyasa being of course the traditional author of the Mahabnaratal,

" ..• looked upon Arjuna as man, or rather the real mmad in man1

and upon

Krishna as the lDgos, or the spirit that cc:rres to save the man". (93)
'!be Gita, then, is to be seen as a discourse addressed by a guru to a

chela detellllined upon renunciation - though sate may find it hard actually
to see Arjuna' s original troubles in this light.

"Krishna is teaching

Arjuna what the Logos in the course of initiation will teach the human IICnad,
pointing out that through ltimself alone is salvation to be obtained." (98)
At this point one can surely see the influence of Madarte Blavatsky, who
viewed the ancient esoteric writings as an interlocked chain of initiatory
instructions, to be interpreted in a Qlostic light, and with the use of
Qlostic terminology.

(One might perhaps add that the possible initiatory

use of the Gita is an option to which scholars might give nuch IICre attention,
though initiation into a school of bhakti rather than a Gnostic fellowship.)
When Subba ReM goes an to say that this view "ircplies no idea of a personal

God", one may also see a oanbinatian of Vedantic and 'lheosophical-Glostic

ideas - Vedantic because the Real is high above the limitations of personality
and

namarupa,

'lheosophical for similar reasons, though with the added pole-

mical edge of a dispute with accepted Judaeo-au"istian theology.

In either

case, the conventional and obvious bhakti interpretation is bypassed, in the
ircplicit belief that it represents an undeveloped and 1m-gnostic alternative
suitable only to the lminitiated.

'!his same point of view is

though cne is bound to say SCJIEWhat

e:icpanded -

in Subba ReM's later lectures.

But there is one further point in his introductory presentation which is at
least worthy of a rrention, viz. , his atP1asis on the ircportance of numerology
(esp. lOOf).

'!his is not an l.ll'linp)rtant point, and adds a dirrension of
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genuine esotericism, which Western ccmnentators otheiwise have totally
overlooked.
In his !!Ore extended lectures on the

Gita,

delivered at the 11th

'lbeoso!;ilical Ccnvention in JJecerriler 1886, and first published in

'lheosophist in 1887 on the basis of shorthand notes, Subba

Row adds !!Ore

details, but these often get lost in a welter of generalisations.

For

instance, one has to read forty-five pages of the subsequent book before
ccrning to the first nention of the

Glti!

Again he anphasises the Logos,

the nonad, and Qlostic (esoteric) initiations:

All the initiations that man ever invented
were invented for the purpose of giving
man a clear idea of the Logos, to point
out the goal, and to
rules by
which it is possible to facilitate the
approach to the end towards which nature
is oonstantly working. (43)
'!he Gita, then, is "the book of the f(lilosophy of the
Krishna actually is the
to

(60).

descending to the plane of the soul in order

sare great purpose (49f). and spiritual developrent and progress

actually entitles one to a union with the

and then "there is, as it

were, a sort of reaction emanating fran the

for the good of humanity"

(63) - though this does not appear to be central, when CCI1pai'E!d with personal
spiritual culture.

Beyond this Subba Row does not go;

hints at a deeper mystery hidden in the

G1ta,

it is true that he

but since he expressly states

that he does not intend to expound it (65), we are left guessing as to what
it might have been.

All he does is to refer vaguely to H.P. Blavatsky's

'l1le Secret Doctrine for elucidation - though according to Eek he found the

first draft of that book "both diffuse and chaotic" (664) •
'Dle Secret Doctrine as we have it, refers to the
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And certainly

Glta only in passing,

and

then by way of Subba Pow's lectures.

Apparently we have here the

case of two locked boxes, each of which contains the other's keyl

en

sate

occult matters, Subba Pow's interpretation of the Gita did pot,

despite Blavatsky's support, rreet with universal approval atrong 'nleosophi.sts,
I am myself in no way qualified to deal with the details in question, though
the Irain bone of contention appears to have been his espousal (an the basis
of the

MiiQQUJcya Upanishad) of a four-fold, rather than a seven-fold division

of the infinite cosnos.

At all events, controversy ensued.

He was

charged by at least one l\rrerican 'nleosoJ;ili.st with "Brahman narrowness", and

partly on this account left the society shortly aftexward.
But Subba Pow continued to be quoted, and his lectures continued in
circulation for nany years.

Perhaps partly because of the manner in which

they had been delivered, there remained a nurber of points which other
'lbeosoJ;ili.sts felt needed further treat:mmt.

A Parsi 'lbeosoJ;ili.st, N.D.

Khandelvala, for instance, asked for further explanation of the doctrine of

As the doctrine of the logos is the very basis
of the teachings of the Bhagavad Gita, and as
alnost every reader of the 11 Notes"IF"""!las been
startled by hearing of innunerable logoi., a
good deal of explanation is necessary to make
this portion of the teaching as clear as
possible.
1-lhat are these innurerable Logoi
and what relation do they bear to each other?
('nle 'lbeosophist. 1887, 746).
My :inpression here is that this particular difficulty was caused precisely

by a failure to take sufficiently seriously the original rreaning of the
as opposed to its esoteric interpretation.
there are

In the

Giti,

school of Hindu

indeed innmerable hunan souls, or purushas, and this

view is strongly reflected in the Gita.
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If one insists on interpreting

the

Giti

on the basis of a Vedantic (or other) 110nism, in which there is

cnly one lo'Orld-soul, then this particular point of doctrine is bound to
appear difficult - if, that is, it is noticed at all.

As well as Dairodar and Subba 10.1', the third outstanding Indian

'nleosoiiUst of the early days was the Bengali Brahmin
a descendent of

Ram

l-Dbun

Chatterjee,

and also related to the Tagore family.

By

profession a lawyer, he lectured widely in Europe and America, and in the
1880s he was regarded as one of the great intellectual forces in the Society.
At first he was held in high esteEm by H.P. Blavatsky, but things subsequently
went sour (for reasons which I do not propose to enter into) and he too
subsequently slipped out of the Society - though not before he had made his
contr:ibltion to

Giti

study.

Subba 10.1', as we have seen, was ooncerned with the inner rreaning of th

Giti.

At this time, it seerrs that for those 'nleosoiXrists who did not read

Sanskrit, reference was still made to the century-old translation of Charles
Wilkins, though there were others.

set himself to produce a new

translation, which appeared in the late 1880s as '!he Bhagavad Gita ,
IDrd's Lay.

I have not been able to disoover when or where the first edition

but the seoood came out in 1887, and it was reprinted in New York
as recently as ,in 1960.

It contains little actual interpretation, though it

does strongly affil:m the transcendental unity of all religion, urges that the
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Gita

ought to be read alongside the Bible, and in all essentials followa

Sankara.,

"the spiritual chief of rrcdern India" (p.ii).

Its conclusion is

that "Human nature is one, God is but one, and the path of salvatioo, though

nany in appearance, is really but one". (276)
Whether or not

s translation was intended to beo:me a standard

'llleosophical version is not quite clear, but my guess is that it
under scrrething of a cloud, at least as far as India was ooncemed.

'!here-

fore it was always =re i.Itpxtant in Allerica than in India.
During the 1880s, then, we have been able to observe a growing interest
in the

Gita

as a "book of initiations" and a quarry of Gnostic doctrine,

which needs to be interpreted not historically but allegorically if its

secrets are to be tmlocked.

We find

writiers (IIOSt of than

Indians) following a mixture of occult and traditiooal Hindu lines of

interpretation, working out allegories, and occasic:nally calculating the
age and origin of the

Gita

an the basis of astrological data.

'l11e question

of the historicity of Krishna was sc:metim:!s dealt with in the same way.
Let ne give you an

HIS'roRICITY OF KRISHNA

In the late 1890s there was a discussic:n conducted partly in the

pages of the Madras Olristian College Magazine and partly in 'n1e 'lheosoptist
about the relative historicity of Olrist and Krishna.

not uncamcn for Olristians to

At this tine it was

the historicity of the two, not
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altogether to Krishna's advantage, and to assert that the New TestanEnt
belongs to the area of fact, the

dlta

to the realm of fiction.

Why Hindu

(and 'Iheosophical) writiers should have risen to this bait at all is not

clear, since en their view, absolute Reality does not belong within the
realm of historical cause and effect at all.

But challenges are satetiloos

very hard to resist, particularly if it be felt that an
sate advantage out of it.

is gaining

'ibis particular controversy was an excellent

exanple of bolo parties arguing at cross purposes, using CC111pletely different
rrethods, and arriving at opposite conclusions.

P.C. M.lkherji, the main

'lh:osophical spokesman, spent a fair arrount of tiioo being rude to his
Christian antagonists, but finally uses astrological data to show " ... the
date of his incarnatioo to have been at least about 1400 BC, if not 3120 BC,

\lbich is the date still in vogue in our a.lJnanacs". (Nov.l897, 109)
Ctle is terrpt:ed to cx:mrent that a rrethod which can get a variability of 1700

years over the matter of an individual's birth cannot really be called
precise.

But that is not the p:>int.

'1be p:>int is that

(and other Hindus)

were beo::ming aware that there are historical problans

oonnected with the

Giti -

problans connected with date of catpJsition, the

actual persoo.ality of Krishna, Arjuna and the other heroes, and the actual

context in which the tNOrk was first written (or OCilpOsed).

'ibis incidentally

was the type of question which had care to fascinate Western scholars.

And

oo.e may perhaps feel that it was rather a pity that 'lbeosophists at this tiioo

were either unaware that
to accept

these questions were being asked, or were prepared

sane .i.n'probable answers.

In this case, the astrological "data"

amJunted to little 110re than a single incidental reference in X:35, in which

Krishna says:

am I of =ths".
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'1be procedure then was to

calculate how loog it had been since that particular oonstellatim !'wid
ooincided with the vernal equinox.

'lbe argurrents are set out in full in

a series of articles p.lblished in

in 1908, though l-lJkherji's

article of 1897 rests oo the scme asSlll!ptions.

Whether they are, or are not,

0a1vincing the individual nust decide for himself.

'mE

GITA

liS A SYMBOL OF NATICNAL tJNI'N

As the turn of the oentury

awroached,

the

Gita was

caning in India

tD asSillte greater and greater importance, not only as a spiritual treatise,

but as a political syrrbol.

The national llCVelreii.t

was now well under way,

particularly in Bengal, and natiC4'lal ll'Cvenents always need focal points and
J?Oifo"Elrful symbols.

The first generatioo of Indian

sean not

tD have been particularly interested in the political :inplications of the

Gita,

though SUbba Row' had oonclWed his 1886 lectures by asserting that in

the light of the

Grta,

l11llCh

of popular Hinduism had served not tD "pra!Dte

the welfare of the Hindu natim", but had da!Dralised it and sapped it of

its spiritual strength," ••• and have led tD the present state of things,
which, I believe, is not entirely due to political degeneration". (126f.)

'nlere are eclxles here of Ram -"tlhun

and Dayanand Sarasvati, both of whan

in their different ways religious renewal leadin'l tD ll'Cral and ultizrately
tD natiC4'lal renewal.

But around the turn of the oentury, there developed

in Bengal particularly a radical 11011e1rent in which Krishna was elevated into
a natiC4'lal hero, and in which sare at least of the teachings of the
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Glti were

given a diiect:ly political inteq:lretation.

selfless endeavour,

for instanoe, was to be for the sake of the nation.

Nationalism itself, in

the eyes of Aw:obindo Ghose, actually was an avatara, bom to restore Hindu

dhama.

'!be Git.i was a political manifesto.

'lbe battlefield of Kurukshetra

was an image of the national.:ist struggle, with Hindu dharma ranged against
the false dhaJ::ma of the British rulers.

nat.ialalist use of Hindu symbols:

Not all Hindus approve of this

Rabindranath Tagore, for instance, disliked

it intensely, mainly because he saw extrerre nationalism as a denial of hl.ll1anity,
a disease which India had caught fran the West.

And within a very few years

a further shift in esttJhasis took place, away fran the idea of Hinduism as a
national religion and toward Hinduism as a universal religion - still Indian,
to be sure, but held in trust by India for the sake of the "WOrld as a whole.
Ckle may observe this change taking place in the wirings of Aurobindo

<h:lse (Sri Aurobindo) .
nationalist;

Before his

in 1908 he was a Hindu

after his release he was a Hindu universalist.

In between

he had seen visicns of Krishna (and of swami. Vivekananda), and had learned
what he called "the Sadhana of the Gita" and the universal message of the

sanatana Dlama.
As we all know, in her early days in India Annie Besant refused to

beoane directly involved in politics, though at what oost to her habitually

political consciousness one can only imagine.

'lbat she understood well

enough the political ilti>lications of the Hindu renaissance is very clear;
also that in the lcng run she wished to play a part in it.

And how better

to do so than by entering into the interpretation of the Bhagavad
naticnal scripture par excellence?
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cilta,

the

Her cantri.bution in this area was slightly delayed, but at the

thirtieth anniversary neeting of the 'ltleasophlcal Society in .1\dyar she did
what Sut¥la

Row had da1e

twenty years earlier, and delivered four lectures

oo the Gita, published in the following year as Hints on the Study of the

Bllagavad Gita.
'lhese lectures retain much of the hcmiletical style of her rejected
past, whether Anglican or Fabian Socialist.

Krishna has replaced Jesus

Olrist, it is true, but the terms remain much the same.

'lbere is still

faith, doubt, understanding, action, revelation, subnission.

She sees the

rressage of the Gita as universal, after the style of the Christian Gospel,
addressing itself not to Hindus, or even to those gnostics who are able to
unravel its allegories, but to hUilall.ity as a whole.

'lb speak of the Gita,

she announces, " ••. is to speak of the history of the world, of its vast

catplexity, of that web of desires, thoughts, and actions which makes up
the evolution of humanity". (1)

If the

ciita

aRJearS at first sight

this is only because of the cnrplexity of the world - a world in which
" .•• the author of the

Gita is the U{ilolding and the sustaining life" (2).

'lbe "author" is of course Krishna,

cx:mnittee:

or an anonynou.s editorial

Mrs Besant has accepted a theory of

personal inspiration

closely akin to that of the Olristian fundarrentalist.
hand there may have been;
by any l.eSs

suwort

but the authority of the Gita could not be sustained

than that of Krishna himself.

And Krishna is God.

'lb God one can do nothing save subnit in faith and

sadhana of the

Gita.

Sare intemediate

'lb "understand" the
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trust - to do the

one IIUSt live it (4f) -

and cnly to those who actually do live it will the final mystery be revealed.

For although the subject-natter and rressage of the G.i:ta are universal, Annie
Besant would not have been Annie Besant (and certainly she would not have
been a Theosophist) had she not believed in a final core of mystery and

secrecy, revealed cnly to an inner circle of initiates.

But each initiate

is henceforth able to instruct others, on a cosmic plan:

"Each true reading

marks a stage of Human evolution, marks a point in human progress." (6)

Again this sounds very like Sri Aurobindo, and again one is left wondering

about the possibility of I!Rltual influence satalhere along the way.
'l1lere are, she says, two "quite obvious" meanings of the Gita, which
in effect represent macrocosm and microcosm - the world and the individual.
history and allegory.
eigt:ntl i ch

'!be first of these is a plain staterrent of wie

ist, which anyone can learn s:inply by reading and

believing.
'!be inner rreaning, as it is srnetirres called,
that which CCIIES hare to the hearts of you
and rre, that which is called the allegory,
is the perennial rreaning, repeated over and
over again in each individual , and is really
the s arre in miniature. (7)
'Ihe

a1e

is not "truer' than the other:

allegory true". (9)

Krishna is God.

"just as history is true, so is
God would not and cannot deceive us.

SO what he says about the course of events must be so.
"How do you know that any of these things

To the questioo

are so?" only one answer is possible,

viz., "If Krishna is God, then they must be so."

And to Annie Besant,

Krishna was clearly God - for India.
She had of course not the slightest doubt that Krishna was what the

Giti arXi

the

say that lie was - an Avatar,
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CCI1E

to tum India into

a world-saviour (12f).

In arguing this case, she made IllllCh incidental use

of Christian imagecy, speaking of humilation, crucifixion and resurrection,
though never other than in an Indian context.

But now the drama was not

that of the avatara of nationalism, o::rre to expel the foreign daityas and
but the drama of universal human histocy.

'!he avatara of Krishna

had o::rre dcMn for the benefit of mankind as a whole, and not just for

Indians, and hence there is in process of emerging fran India's humiliation
a universal gospel(lSf).

Again, one would love to know whether Aurobindo

had been studying this book during his :inprisomrent in Alipur jail!

But the rcessage

had clearly political overtones.

In a period

of political and cultural IJFheaval, it was necessacy to take Krishna at
his word in all things.

Clearly it was Arjuna's duty (and by :inplication,

the duty of the new India) to fight, and despite Arjuna's initial doubt,

Krishna had manifested hilrself to teach wiser and above all rrore effective
counsels.

11

1:\:)ubt saps virility, vampirizes the mind. • • (wrote Annie Besant) •

Understand in order that you may act. 11 (27)

Such was the unveiling of

histocy which she found in the Gita, and which she assidoously taught to
revolutionary India, while reserving the right to point her inner circle
toward higher things.
'!he Gita is, then, histocy, " ••. the Great Unveiling, the drawing aMa.Y

of the veil that covers the real schere which histocy works out on the
!,Xlysical plane •.• 11 (9)

But the

is also allegory.

Here Annie Besant breaks with the G'lostic texminology of Madane Blavatsky
and Subba Row, and turns to sare rrore or less equivalent Hindu expressions.
'1he

Gita reveals a conflict bet\oleen the

synix>lised by Arjuna;

the mind unfolding,

and kama, the ties of the past, synix>lised by
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Arjuna's relatives.

'!he story of the Gita is then the story of the

gradual unfolding of the manas to wisdan and decisive action.

Arjuna is

the hero, alrcost the Nietzchean supeman, who is the captain of his fate,

the I!BBter of his soul;

"Into the battle he must plunge alone;

by his

strong right ann, by his own unflinching will, by his own unwavering
courage, that battle must be fought to the bitter end." (31)

For only

thus is the Self fonned.
In its essence, the Gttll. is a Yoga Shastra, a manual of disciplined
action directed to a particular purpose;

and only in so far as we are

able to leam Yoga fran it can it be said to have succeeded in its purpose.
"'!he eleventh adhyaya is the very heart of the Gita, its essence." (52)

And she sums up:
Right activity, then, is the lesson of the
Gita, and right activity is acting in hamony
WrtFl the divine will . 'lhat is the only true
definition of right activity; not for fruit,
not for desire for rrovenent, not fran attachrrent to any object, or to any results of
activity, but, wholly in hamony with the Will
that works for universal good. (46)
Of oourse, Mrs Besant was to have a great dealmre to say about the Gita.

In 1904 she had published her own version of the text, assisted by four or
five Hindu pmdits, and often in succeeding years she was to urge Hindus to
cx:at:arplate Krishna as the ideal leader of rren, the "active" and "gracious"
ale,

in whan one oould discern "half-heard nelody" and "elusive fleeting

grace, scarce seen but sensed", but also "human greatness as a politician,

as statesman, as a guide of nations". (Sharpe :
1965, 195f).

Not to Destroy But to Fulfil,

At all events, Krishna had a llllCh wider appeal than Shivaji,

though perhaps less purely human appeal than Gandhi was ultimately to
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daronstrate.

But that is another, later story, in which the

to play an interesting role.

caltinues

It is perhaps also worth suggesting that

the allegorical interpretation in which the early 'lbeosophists excelled

was to exercise an unackncwledged influence on the way in which Gandhi
read the Gita - though that is not a matter I am able to

fP

into on this

occasion.
In this study we have covered a period of little IIDre

years.

We have seen the

than tvlenty

to the attention of the early

'lheosophists, and we have seen phases of interpretation - esoteric, allegorical.,
natiooalist and universal - follow one another in rapid sequenoe.
they are in any way nutuiUly exclusive.

Not that

Every holy scripture, of whatever

origin, is capable of being interpreted on many levels !lDre or less si.m..JlBut the fact remains, that different individuals ask different

taneously.

questions, and
tions of the

OCile

up with different answers.

And one of the great attrac-

scholar and adept alike lies precisely in its great

variety, and in the case with which it is capable of sustaining different
levels of interpretation , none of which finally rules any of the others out
of oourt.

There will for this reason never be a "final" cxmrentary on the

Gita. It will be up to each generation to interpret it as best it can.
Currently we are passing through a period in which vague illpress.ia1a.lism
seems !lDre attractive than hard and sustained study, in Gita studies as in
so nuch else.

If the early 'lheosophists erred in their labours, it was

prcDably in their lack of caloern for the dull textual and historical work
which was being done at the sane tilte by scholars in the Universities of
the West.

It would oot have changed their minds on essential issues (=

what to them were essential issues), but it might have strengthened sate
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of their instinct and discouraged than fran following sore others
(particularly those having to do with dating) too enthusiastically.
But when all that has been said, the fact ranains that here we have

a fascinating chapter in the history of religion, and of the encounter of
East and West.

If I have succeeded in conveying to you sarething of that

sense of fascination which I feel in the study of scriptural interpretation,I shall ' be arrply satisfied.
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